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China's Draft Intelligence Law: Symbolism or Evolving Priorities?



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Presently, there is sparse literature and discourse on China's intelligence activities domestically and overseas. China’s intelligence apparatus can be characterised at best as a multi layered, where flow of information is highly regulated by intelligence agencies themselves. This fortress like perception of China’s intelligence networks as well as constrained information access limits the scope for knowledge in this regard. It is important to understand that the ethos of China’s intelligence activities including espionage, aims to preserve the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) governance and influence, and by association, the country’s national security, by acquiring sensitive commercial, technological and military secrets from foreign government and private entities. On May 16, the Chinese government released a draft intelligence law, although in very general terms without specifications. GRID91’s sources across global intelligence communities have voiced mixed views regarding the draft law, with one retired officer from India’s Intelligence Bureau (IB) calling it a “farce”. Others, have concurred that the draft is no radical shift in China’s approach to intelligence at present, drawing upon their own professional experiences.  That said, other former intelligence professionals have noted their intrigue at the timing of the draft and China's larger goals. The draft addresses domestic and foreign intelligence requirements, notably amidst change and reform of China’s intelligence agencies and activities over the past three years at least. While the draft’s articles may outline what may already be known or speculated regarding China’s approach and methods to intelligence, it is indicative of the country’s evolving objectives on the same. This comes at at a time of heightened geopolitical rivalries with countries such as India and challenges to bilateral ties with partners such as the United States. With China aspiring to be a dominant power in Asia and beyond, the draft intelligence law when examined in context with the country’s global ambitions and known history of intelligence activities, offers a starting point to question and ponder over the future of China’s intelligence goals and how the country’s leadership may seek to go about it. 
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INTRODUCTION The Chinese government on May 16 released the first public draft of an intelligence law, calling for comments from the general public until June 14. The draft was published on the website of The National People’s Congress (NPC) of the People’s Republic of China. Intriguingly, the draft law calls on Chinese citizens and organisations to assist and cooperate with China’s intelligence agencies. The law in concern authorises Chinese authorities to monitor individuals, carry out raids, seize vehicles and electronic devices during investigations. Significantly, a public discussion on sensitive matters of intelligence had not taken place in such a manner before. Moreover, President Xi Jinping has overseen the proposed legislation. In this light, the engagement of China’s wider population into matters of intelligence comes as part of the drafts proposals emphasising the need for cooperation and collaboration amongst all state bodies. The document specified that the objectives of state intelligence broadly encompassed the preservation of state security and “major national interests”; Chinese intelligence activities domestically and abroad, including against foreign groups and individuals.   The draft law, would legally authorise surveillance and investigation of Chinese and foreign individuals and entities. While China has a broadly extensive set of laws on state intelligence and security, the draft would permit authorities to access “restricted” areas and utilise technological means for surveillance as required. Reportedly, this in practice may involve seizing private vehicles, residences and buildings as sites for conducting intelligence operations. However, sections of individuals from academic and intelligence circles argue that the Chinese leadership has always been  autonomous in its decision making, while the draft reforms are merely symbolism. While it is true that the draft law indicates nothing new on the present methods and activities of Chinese intelligence, examining the draft offers insights into China’s evolving intelligence priorities and possibly, the future of intelligence activities at home and abroad. 
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A CLOSER LOOK The proposed law itself, as with all Chinese legislations, is presented in widely general terms with little or no specifications; framed as prospectively all encompassing, although specific agencies including China’s Ministry of State Security (MSS) are nowhere mentioned explicitly. China’s intelligence objectives broadly encompass the preservation of state power and influence, sovereignty, territorial integrity, economic and social development, unity and independence, and the advancement of “major national interests”.  An examination of the proposed draft intelligence law, while considering what is already known regarding the nature of China’s intelligence apparatus and activities, as well as the country’s geopolitical objectives, offers practical insights into the proposed law’s implications for the country’s intelligence objectives. Crucially, this expansive approach to intelligence emphasises the Chinese government’s priority in regulating and controlling social stability, and mechanisms governing attitudes and behaviours of the country’s population.



China’s intelligence activities at home and abroad however are quite well known, particularly against geopolitical rivals such as India and partners including the United States. Intriguing however, is China’s public engagement and emphasis on collaboration between state agencies in addition to Chinese enterprises and citizens, with intelligence agencies. 



Without going into specifics, the draft states that “Central and State security leadership bodies exercise uniform leadership over national intelligence network”. Notably, there is very little to suggest that China’s security agencies are accountable to political oversight of any kind. Considering China’s expanding global ambitions, and thereby its intelligence activities overseas, the measures go beyond additional powers, enhancing the scope for executive political oversight and the involvement of Chinese citizens; enterprising intelligence. 
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CONSOLIDATING INTELLIGENCE The requirement for collaboration is central to the draft legislation. Article 6 of the draft specifies that “all national bodies, military forces, political parties, social groups, enterprise and undertaking organisations, as well as citizens” would be legally bound to cooperate and collaborate with national intelligence activities and maintain confidentiality of the same. Article 13 emphasises the same, outlining that “relevant departments” at the government level as well as enterprises and organisations as well as citizens would be obliged to provide “necessary assistance” to intelligence authorities while maintaining confidentiality. Interpreting this, China’s intelligence agencies would be given mandatory and wide ranging powers to utilise state infrastructure and direct them towards gathering intelligence.



However, the draft legislation specifies that intelligence agencies are obliged to operate within the law, in creating supervisory “inspection structures”. More so, individuals and organisations reserve the right to report violations of the law by intelligence agencies to “higher-level organs”, under Article 24. Inversely, those impeding intelligence agencies’ duties “will be punished”, as stipulated under Article 25. The provisions assign a sense of responsibility to the general public, taking an inclusive approach to intelligence. Although, it is unclear as to how penalties are governed, delivered and by which supervisory body. More so, Article 22 stipulates that government agencies and state owned enterprises “shall cooperate with national intelligence work bodies to properly arrange for persons in need of placement due to contributions to national intelligence work”; outlining the role of state bodies and state owned companies in providing logistical support for intelligence agencies’ personnel to facilitate their operations, domestically and abroad. It is widely believed, especially in India, that Chinese intelligence personnel are present in the offices of Chinese state owned and private companies as well as representative bodies overseas. 4 of 12  
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The draft law follows a chain of legislations since 2014, empowering China’s intelligence agencies on matters of counter-terrorism, internal security and “major national interests”. While much of the drafts law reiterates existing perceptions of China’s intelligence methods, it comes at a time when China’s intelligence agencies continue to undergo strategic reform. As highlighted previously, the law stipulating demands and requirements amongst different stakeholders, does not go into specifications, likely a deliberate measure to reduce restrictions and permit operational flexibility and additional powers. Overall, the draft law is expansive in its approach, widening Chinese intelligence agencies’ freedom and flexibility of operational control over internal and external threats. In the process, the law draws upon the participation of state bodies and enterprises as well as Chinese citizens, a sweeping move to integrate the country’s intelligence gathering capacities beyond China’s security apparatus. 
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THE NEED FOR OVERSIGHT Should the law be passed, it would mean that various Chinese government departments would have additional responsibilities, in the process of integrating intelligence gathering. The draft law indeed permits greater powers to intelligence agencies. In turn however, it would allow the Chinese government’s executive leadership, the ability to strictly regulate and monitor the flow of intelligence as well as the activities of agencies such as the MSS.   The MSS functions towards domestic and foreign intelligence service needs. At the core of its objectives however, is the preservation of the CCP’s governance in China. With regards to foreign intelligence gathering, the objectives of the MSS rests on three focus points: separatism, terrorism and religious extremism.



The use of covert information and communications technology under the MSS, as seen with the monitoring of the Dalai Lama, has evolved over time into a broad spectrum range of intelligence gathering capabilities, in line with China’s expanding global objectives. In 2015, Zhou Yongkang was sentenced to lifetime imprisonment, over charges including bribery, abuse of power and unauthorised disclosure of “national secrets”. Yongkang’s trial was made secret given the sensitivity of intelligence leaks, although more to dissuade domestic speculation as to whether other such high ranking government officials were corrupt. It is likely that he may have not have cooperated with prosecutors, and/or that his crimes severely threatened to undermine the CCP government. Specifically, his sentencing had much to do with surveillance of the communications amongst the executive Chinese leadership, including President Xi Jinping.  In turn, this hindered the CCP leadership’s trust in providing complete autonomy to the MSS. In the same light, the Ministry of Public Security, responsible for civil law and order may have been assigned a certain number of the MSS’s internal security responsibilities.
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Notably, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), has engaged in subversive intelligence operations abroad, namely the United States’ military technology. Examples include the acquisition of the technology used in the US Air Force’s B1 and B2 bombers, the F-35 which was later applied to China’s J-20 stealth fighter,  as well as the W-88 miniaturised nuclear warhead.



Considering the PLA’s intelligence focus on acquiring military technology and the draft law in line with China’s expanding geopolitical goals, it is likely that the MSS would have a larger role to play and hence, additional responsibilities. Crucially, the CCP government would consider this sufficient impetus to warrant increased regulation and oversight. Elaborating further, the Chinese government’s executive leadership, would have a much larger say in directing the MSS’s intelligence activities. Furthermore, the CCP’s need for oversight in integrating China’s intelligence gathering capacity, ties back to the fact that this is the first public engagement on intelligence reform. 
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GROWING ASSERTIVENESS The increasing role of the MSS, associated ministries and intelligence agencies, as well as the Chinese leadership area cause for concern among global governments.  Acts of cyber espionage, such as that of Operation Cloud Hopper, compromised western government and commercial organisations’ IT service providers, a violation of China’s agreements with the United States and the United Kingdom over commercial cyber espionage. Western intelligence agencies suspect however that the MSS and not the PLA, was behind the spate of coordinated cyber attacks. On a similar note, China’s much touted cyber security law came into effect on May 31. However, little is known regarding the protection the law provides to foreign companies operating in China. Further, the law is anticipated to increase obstacles to doing business in China due to complex compliance requirements and an approximate penalty of 150, 000 USD for failure meet the stipulated standards.  In turn, increasing reliance on digital platforms for business solutions and absence of protection when operating in China, enhances an organisation’s cyber exposure, and thereby vulnerability in the case of foreign companies. More so, the law may give Chinese companies an unfair advantage. The nature of Chinese intelligence activities overseas has been reflected in a more bellicose manner. At present, its well known that Chinese intelligence agencies recruit Chinese students, academics and other professionals embedded within private and public institutions abroad as part of intelligence gathering methods; crowdsourcing intelligence in a manner of speaking, where concise amounts of information are contributed by a large volume of people. Aside from its well known cyber espionage operations, China’s Human Intelligence (HUMINT) activities have begun to take on a more assertive approach. Chinese intelligence agencies are increasingly focusing on recruiting non-Chinese nationals abroad, using a mix of positive persuasion or coercive methods such as honey trapping. Absconding Chinese government officials and dissidents have been kidnapped, supposedly by Chinese intelligence agencies, over the past year. More so, undercover Ministry of Public Security officials have been intercepted in Australia, Canada and the United States to name a few. Their objectives were primarily to pressure absconding government officials accused of corruption, to return to China. Part of these methodologies incorporated threatening the families of targeted officials. 8 of  12
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China’s evolving approach to intelligence is also reflected by its changing approach at home. In April 2017, a cartoon was released to the general public, outlining how Chinese citizens may be compelled to divulge state secrets to foreign spies, through seduction or otherwise. In addition, Chinese citizens were offered approximately 70, 000 USD to report foreign spies to Chinese authorities.  The cartoon was a hallmark of over two years of public campaigning aimed at making Chinese citizens aware of how foreign intelligence agencies may exploit them into revealing state secrets. China’s offensive espionage activities have also become more publicly known, citing the charging of a US State Department employee with obstruction of justice and falsifying statements to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) about interactions with Chinese intelligence agents, in March 2017. Critically, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) reportedly lost at least 12 high level sources within the Chinese government between 2010 and 2012, due to arrests or extra-judicial killings by Chinese authorities. In one reported instance, a recruited source was shot in front of their colleagues in the courtyard of a government building, to make an example of them and serve as a warning to others. This less reserved approach is by default, a result of China's evolving capabilities and global priorities. In this context, China’s white paper on Asia-Pacific security cooperation in January 2017, predominantly emphasised the country’s willingness to “take on greater responsibilities” in the region. China’s intelligence gathering, processing and relay to decision makers at all levels, will likely become more efficient and effective as a result, echoed in Article 3 of the draft law. An assertive, effective and efficient China with regards to intelligence, concerns the United States government, over the former pressuring the intelligence agencies of nations cooperating with the US; possibility of hindering intelligence flow in the future. This is particularly so with regards to United States allies within geographical proximity to China.  9 of  12
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INDIA: A NEAR TARGET The inception of China’s intelligence activities against India was prior to the occupation of Tibet, necessitating the cultivation of sources along the Indo-Tibetan border as well as in Ladakh and later, sponsoring insurgency in India’s northeastern states.



China’s intelligence activities against India at the core, have predominantly encompassed strategic targets, including nuclear and space research as well as military defence technologies. The similarity between China’s espionage targets in the West and India are highly notable.



Instances of Chinese intelligence activities include suspicions by the country’s external intelligence agency, the Research & Analysis Wing (RAW) that a number of study centres in Nepal near its border with India, function as part of surveillance operations against India. Notably, China’s and Nepal’s governments have had joint intelligence sharing arrangements in the past.Without much ado, Indian authorities have advised companies and government bodies to avoid using Chinese made telecommunication devices, amidst concerns over embedded surveillance mechanisms. A retired RAW officer noted that the majority of telecommunications infrastructure parts and equipment and in India, including for constructing mobile towers, is sourced from China. Instances of surveillance over strategically sensitive locations such as Little Andaman in August 2011 have also been recorded. The ‘Luckycat’ campaign, believed to be the work of Chinese intelligence agencies which targeted Japan, also targeted India. A Trojan horse was reportedly embedded within a Microsoft Word file about India’s ballistic missile defence programme, allowing servers to connect and extract information, the source for which was traced to a Chinese student, while Indian intelligence agencies believe the Chinese government ordered the attack. Reiterating an earlier point, the ethos of China’s intelligence activities including espionage, aims to preserve the CCP’s governance and influence, thereby the country’s national security, by acquiring sensitive commercial, technological and military secrets.
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India-China relations are ever frosty, particularly with the former’s relatively assertive government led by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Previously, the Chinese government was accustomed to what it viewed as passive Indian governments, led by the Indian National Congress (INC), currently leading India’s political opposition. Considering the unpopularity of compliance with China at the expense of Indian interests vis-a-vis Pakistan Occupied Kashmir and the Indian Ocean, Prime Minister Modi’s assertive approach with China has ruffled the country’s leadership in Beijing. India’s objections regarding the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) as well as the One Belt One Road (OBOR), have been viewed as part of the United States led western opposition to what is seen as China’s expansionist goals; governed by concerns over lack of transparency and long-term political dependency on China by states endorsing OBOR. This is especially so with regards to the South China Sea dispute and narratives framing improving US-India relations, where the former views the latter as a potential counterweight to China. In addition, India’s enhanced defence and economic cooperation with Japan and Vietnam are seen to be responses to Chinese interference in India’s bilateral disputes with Pakistan, and regional interests in the Indian Ocean. In summary, China’s leadership feels that despite its efforts , it has been unable to contain India’s economic rise and military advances. This perception has exacerbated with India’s rising global influence over the past three years, additionally to the chagrin of Pakistan.  In this context, China’s intelligence operations against India will likely focused on acquiring vital information on the following areas: nuclear research, weaponization and deployment, missile development and deployments, Information Technology infrastructure for civil and military applications,  as well as space research and satellite surveillance.
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Economic espionage, as seen with China’s activities against the west, remains an evolving concern for India’s political and corporate leaders. With India’s assertiveness to China’s geostrategic objectives, rising economic influence, and popularity of Prime Minister Modi, it is highly credible that the country’s intelligence agencies would increasingly if not already, target the country’s economic apparatus; cyber espionage against companies both Indian and Western, transport infrastructure, and so on. Considering China’s increasingly assertive HUMINT operations, the country’s intelligence agencies would likely seek to exploit soft targets such as scientists, corporate business persons, government and defence staff, journalists, as well as research organisations and their employees. That said, maintaining secrecy over detected breaches would remain paramount for organisations targeted by such activities, given the potential for reputational damage; unlikely that a breach would come to light unless highly radioactive in its impact. Overall, while the status quo between China and Pakistan continues to prevail with regards to CPEC, India faces a number of future intelligence and counterintelligence challenges, which are unlikely to subside at anytime.



While China seeks to project itself as an increasingly transparent Asian power, be it with regards to India or Western powers, the draft reforms do little to reinforce such perceptions. 



However, at what the Chinese leadership would see as a crucial juncture amidst a  phase of reforms, logically necessitates a greater intelligence legislation where the roles, capabilities and objectives of the country’s intelligence needs are rapidly evolving.  Going forward, the draft law if implemented, will rely highly on what higher level supervisory institution mechanisms China would create to regulate its intelligence activities. Although, there is little to suggest that the draft law would incorporate transparency in this regard, where concerns over the evolution of Chinese intelligence will remain to be answered. Ultimately, China’s evolving intelligence activities serve as a larger indicator as to how the country seeks to position itself as a global power.
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